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OVERVIEW
We investigate the use of Static Application Security Testing (SAST) tools in Open-Source Embedded Software (EMBOSS) 

projects used in safety-critical systems. We found the lack of SAST tool usage, with only 3% of projects employing them, citing 

ineffectiveness and false positives as reasons. We applied SAST tools and found GitHub's CodeQL to be the most effective, 

uncovering 540 defects, with 74% likely being security vulnerabilities. We recommend EMBOSS engineers adopt modern SAST 

tools for enhanced security.

RQ1: PREVALENCE OF SAST TOOLS
• Most (97%) of the EMBOSS repositories do not use 

SAST tools.

• Many EMBOSS repositories rely on compiler warnings 

instead of dedicated SAST tools.

• Most developers are aware of CI Workflows and use 

them to run their SAST tools.

RQ3: EFFECTIVENESS OF SAST TOOLS ON EMBOSS

• Getting CodeQL running takes minimal 

engineering effort, 45-60 min per project.

• CodeQL discovers many security and non-security 

defects

• Strict compiler warnings are less effective than 

CodeQL.

• The false positive rate (23%) of CodeQL meets 

developers’ requirements.

RQ2: CHALLENGES IN EFFECTIVELY 
USING SAST TOOLS
• Warnings produced in a non-standard text format

• CodeQL autobuild fails to handle the diverse build 

infrastructure of the majority repositories

• Preliminary evaluation shows that CodeQL has the 

highest precision on EMBOSS repositories.
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Fig: Summary of our developer survey on the use of SAST tools.

Table: Results of SAST tools on EMBOSS repositories.
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Fig: CDFs of # of total and security-

relevant defects in a repository.

Fig: CDF of the severity of security defects. Fig: Top 10 CodeQL queries by # of security-relevant defects found.

Table: Summary of CodeQL results and their analysis.

Fig: Number of defects of each type in EMBOSS of various 

categories. Category (#repo containing defects)
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